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Would You Bind
A Soldier's Wounds?
Would you bind the wounds of a United
Nations soldier if the fighting occurred
close enough to your home to put wounded
and dying men in your orbit? Of course you
would! You'd use your Sunday shirt, if
necessary. Or your husband's Sunday shirt,
maybe
.; but you'd get the wound bahdaged
as well as you were able and as speedily.
Women of this community have an opportunity today, here and now, to help bind
the wounds, as yet not received, of many
thousands of valiant fighting men who
shortly will be hurled into the carnage to
make a second front in Europe, to humble
Hitler, to preserve what has been our way
of life.
The bandage project here, altho directed
efficiently and aided by some of the best and
most patriotic women of the community,
has not as yet received the support it deserves . . . Not enough women have volunteered to make the very large number of
wrappings for wounds assigned as the quota
here. No labor could be more humane, none
more important. The appeal for more workers is sounded again this week. Women of
Princeton, here is a challenge worthy of
your best and most courageous response.
111.

Uncle Sam Should
Take Tires Too

'Oh

r

The president has approved recommendations of the Baruch-Conant-Compton special rubber committee and very soon we are to
get only about four gallons of gas a week
to keep us from driving more than is absolutely necessary. Leon Henderson pleads
for immediate voluntary observance of
restrictions to be imposed when rationing
coupon books are ready, declaring that every
day we drive a billion unnecessary miles of
rubber off our tires.
And virtually every good citizen, who
realizes now that we are in a death struggle
for our very existence, approves the findings of the committee, is glad the rubber
mess is about to be cleaned up.
But there is more to the problem than
appears on the surface, and the huge task
of enforcing gasoline restrictions looms as
one in which policing will of necessity play
an important part.
The committee's findings do not shock us
much but the waste we see on every road
we travel does. No rubber will be saved,
in many instances, even tho drivers are
limited -to four gallons of gas a week, unless many motorists are prevented from
speeding and from scraping rubber off their
tires in reckless and foolish handling of
their cars. Nor, for that matter, can we see
how the war effort will be greatly aided by
this new program unless the government
obtains rubber it needs for armed forces
and war industries by confiscating tires
from many who do not actually need them.
If driving to work is an essential use of
tires ... and virtually all of us have to consider it so, rationing of gasoline will not reduce automobile travel enough to conserve
any appreciable amount of rubber, as has
been demonstrated in the East. On the other
hand, if the use of the automobile for everyday transportation is not regarded as essential and all workers in big towns are
thrown on streetcars and busses, we are
very likely to witness so" much confusion
and loss of time from necessary jobs as to
almost paralyze the industrial war effort.
If we are willing to give up our sons, our
brothers, our husbands for freedom it is a
cinch we can do without our tires. But it
is not indicated the government plans to
take the rubber it needs to win the war via
this new rationing plan. It is now evident
only that Uncle Sam is forcing all motorists
to a realization of the full implications of
war by limiting the amount of gasoline
they may buy.

Ready For Winter?
The answer to that question will be found
in your coal bin; so take a look.
Home owners are being strongly urged
to put in winter's coal supply now. When
cold weather rolls around it may be extremely ,difficult to get coal necessary to
keep your home warm. So in self-protection
you'd better order a sufficient supply immediately.
The Nation's war program is placing a
great strain on transportation facilities and

production abilities .of railroads and mines.
Every freight car that can be spared is
being used to transport necessary way materials and fighting equipment. Mines are
turning out thousands of tons of coal each
week, but much of it is needed to keep
war factories running.
It cannot be expected that this condition
will be relieved; if anything, demands of
the war program will become greater and
wheels of production begin to turn even
faster .
Every home owner can help in this program, and at the same time he will be assuring himself of an adequate heat supply this winter. So order the coal necessary
to keep your home warm now. It won't increase your heating bill by one cent if you
put in the necessary supply now. On the
other hand, by delaying, you may have to
pay more for coal later on.
And cold living quarters are not conducive
to good health. There is no economy in saving on heating bills and paying out double
in doctors' bills. For health's sake and comfort's sake, order the coal you'll need to
keep your house warm now.

SOUTHEASTERN
NEWGUINEA

1111
Russia developed the oil out-put of Baku,
Caspian seaport, from 9 million tons in
1920 to 30 million tons in 1940.

Manhattan

Blonde On A Horse
By George Tucker
Wide World Features

New York—This is Vnanhattan. A mounted cop in Central Park sees another horse
coming at a clip that is better than fast,
and on that horse a blonde who
somewhat less than nonchalant.
So he gets himself set and he stops that
horse, and when the girl grins he bawls,
"who taught you to ride ?"
"Will Rogers," the blonde said. He did too.
She was Paula Stone, back in town for a revival of "You Can't Take It With You."
Will used to spend a lot of time out at Fred
Stone's place on Lorig Island, where he taught all the kids to ride.
Of course, Paula could have slipped a little
since then.
Titles mean next to nothing. I tnean, they
are like mercury. You have a hard time pinning them down, and holding onto them.
Take "The Wind and the Rain." That was
the autobiography of one of the best newspaper men England ever produced—Thomas
Burke. You'd think that the title would be
his, but it wasn't. Along came somebody and
wrote a musical comedy called "The Wind
and the Rain."
Take Carl Carmer, who wrote a book and
called it "Stars Fell on Alabama." It wasn't
a week after the book became a hit that a
song writer had a song by the same title.
Once while Carmer was attending a theater
a man came out on the stage and said "I'd
like you to meet the man who wrote 'Stars
Fell on Alabama," and before Carmer could
swallow his surprise a musician bobbed up
and took a bow.
I see where Lou Walters is about too go
into rehersals with a new musical called
"Spice of Life." . . Not that it matters,but
once before there was a show called "Spice
of Life." . . . Titles, it seems, mean absolutely nothing. They belong to anybody
who uses them.
With pop songs, the title is usually the
"clutch" line of the lyric. With a book a
title occasionally is ambiguous. With the
movies they seldom mean anything at all.
They are put there only to snare attention.
Marjorie Knapp:
She's the seventeen-year-old singing star
of "Star and Garter," that opus of the burlesque mold with Gypsy Rose Lee that has
scored for Michael Todd.
Ask her how long she's been in show
business and she'll tell you 15 years. Her
debut was made at the age of two, poised
in the strong right hand of Gus Edwards
She weighed 36 pounds, she recalls, and was
a heller at the Charleston. "I could even
sing and play the sax," she says.
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Australian troops were reported to have checked a Japanese advance toward Port Moresby, New
Guinea, though fierce fighting still was raging in the Owen Stanley mountains in the Efogi area.
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The British Prime Minister, who is First
Lord of the Treasury, receives a salary of
10,000 pounds a years.
Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell, chief of staff
under Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, is a
native of Florida.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
It was a pleasure last week and the
week before to publish letters-to-theeditor. Pennyriler is concerned with
having The Leader read, not with
having his personal writings, in this or
the editorial columns, agreed with. If
we stick our neck out and rile some
folks, they can always have their say
in The Leader's columns, free of
charge.

ant

morale

aiding

Washington Daybook
By G.M.P
function. Comes

now a little poem, Prom a recent issue
of the El Paso, Texas, Times, sent by
the Rev. E. E. Diggs, former pastor
of the Central Presbyterian Church
here, now minister

of

the

Altura

Presbyterian Church, El Paso. It has
a strong pull on the heart-strings, is
reprinted here as a reminder that we
all owe letters to our soldiers. The

Purpose of this reporter is to boost
and benefit Princeton, Caldwell County and the whole community first,
last and often. If I express ideas here
or in the columns to the left with
which you differ, write a letter; but
don't get too peeved at the editor; who
after all, writes for the many, not for
or against the few.

tb,

It has been suggested Pennyriler
ought to make a daily of The Leader
. . . Well, (his is my long-time,smoldering ambition; but times and signs
are not right. Probably be lucky to
survive war as a weekly, without too
much sacrifice of present standards,
which this year won The Leader several prizes in Kentucky Press Association contests.
Rumor heard in Louisville last weekend: Rhodes K. Myers will announce
his candidacy for Democratic gubernatoria
‘
l nomination soon after the
November election, with Gen. Fred
Miles and Ben Collings, Louisville, reported ready to angel for him, financially.
The ladies, 'tis said, will not be very
hot for Rhodes . . . who has promised
his recent bride (No. 3) she shall live
in. the Governor's Mansion, according
to Bowling Green report. If war is
still in progress next summer, women's
votes will be potent factor in primary.
This is going to be the "Earliest
Christmas" ever . . . Meaning that
holiday buying is going to start in
October, according to trade analysists
who watch trends. Christmas mailing
to .men overseas is deadlined at October 20.
US Postoffice expects presents for
men in camps on this side to increase
holiday mail shipments 20 to 30 percent . . . All domestic Christmas
parcels should be sent in time to reach
destinations by December 15. The Nation's retailers already are organizing
to ballyhoo for early shopping to ease
peak weeks of their busiest year. A
word to the wise . . .
Pennyriler's favorite reading is columns, those of country newspaper editors especially . . . Hence, regret is
felt over absence of widely read "Just
a Minute Please", from Danville Advocate. Col. Vernon Richardson, and
his kindly, boosting column have done
much for Danville and tis Newspaper, past and present.
The Leader has been running a
series of "Write 'Em a Letter" cartoons, sponsored by the Elks' lodge,
urging folks to perform this import-

poem:
11111
PLEA OF A LONELY SOLDIER
I'm just a lad of twenty-two,
To God and Country I am true.
I'm in the Army now, you see,
Wishing someone would write to me,
But all my wishing's been in vain,
And my lonely heart is in pain.
For I have no friends or family—
So won't someone please write to me?
I pray to God most every day,
That some new friend will come my
way.
I hope my prayers have been heard
And some of you will send a word.
So write a letter if you can,
To this poor lonely sort of man,
'Twig make me happy as can be.
So worOf someone please write to me?
I'll answer every letter, too,
And all my writings will be true—
To all of you I'll be a friend,
Loyal and true until the end.
So please write now, and don't be
slow,
For I am lonely, don't you know.
So won't someone please hear my plea,
And send a letter here to me?
A Kanasas City businessman is complaining of difficulties he is having
with some of the new and inexperienced stenographers the war has
thrust upon him. "I dictated a letter
yesterday," he said, "in which I remarked that So-and-So didn't know
anything more of what he was talking about than Adam's off ox. The
stenographer wrote, 'than Adams and
fox'."—(Contributed)

War, 24 Years Ago
(From our September 17, 1918 files)
The Nation will send 182,000 men
qualified for general military service
to camps between now and October,
it was announced today at Washington. Kentucky will contribute 7,483
men to the cause.
President Wilson said emphatically
yesterday the United States will flatly *reject the terms of the AustroHungarian Peace offer. "The United
States has already made plain its
terms, he said, and it will not accept
any other."
,he Geaigo Infantry attempted to
attack the 7rnieFicans west of Moselle
Tuesday afternoon but were driven
back , by artillery fire. After
the
American big guns threw a terrific
barrage into that area, observers reported no living Germans were in
that region today. But a large number
of dead were still lying about.

Air Aces By Magic
By Jack Stinnett
Wide World Features
Washington—Without fear of con.
tradiction from the Army, Navy or
war industries, it may be said flatly
that the Civil Air Patrol is hanging
up the most remarkable record of
any of the civilan defense groups.
There, now are nearly. 59,000 volunteers in the CAP; Probably close to
15,000 planes; perhaps 30,000 pilots and
almost an equal number of mechanics,
radio engerineers. and sundry office
and air base ground 'workers. Their
story can't be half told until this war
is over. Wartime censorship has the
CAP coastal patrol wrapped in c. As
A dozen other phases of CAP activity
are behind the veil of secrecy—but the
stories that can be written are exciting enough.
CAP pilots are more completly ''on
the record" than those in the military
air forces. Their cards on file here in
Washington are masterpieces of individual case histories. There is hardly a
thing in their professional. amateur,
public and private lives that is overlooked. Their records go into one of
those incomprehensible sorting mac.
,
chines. •
The other day, the Army called Maj.
Earle L. Johnson, CAP national commander. "We need," said the general,
"30 pilots between 35 and 45 who can
fly twin-motored planes, have had 2,000
hours in the air, and are willing to
serve somewhere in the Orient."
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A sewing kit kept near your
ironing spot will save much
mending time. Have needles, ass
sorted threads, buttons, hook
and eyes and buckles neatly
stored in a shallow box—a fishing tackle box is excellent. The
repairs can be quickly made as
soon as "spotted."
A novel way to be always delightfully fragrant is Geraldine
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County Youths To
Aid In War Work

At New Jersey Camp
113
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500 Expected To Enrol In 4-H Clothing and
Food Campaign

VA

About 500 farm boys and girls
of Caldwell county, armed with
energy, knowledge and a will to
contribute to the war effort by
helping clothe and feed the Nation, are expected to enroll in
4-H clubs this fall,
County
Agent J. F. Graham said Tuesday.
Mr. Graham and Miss Nancy
Scrugham, with cooperation of
Community. They will fit into
the school program and become
Pvt. Kelly Mitchell, brother
a feature of community educa- of Caldwell's first draftee went
tion.
to the Army last May. He is
All rural families will, be con- now stationed in New Jersey.
tacted by mail and a visit made
to each school before clubs are
organized and every farm boy
and girl is urged to join, Mr.
Schedule
Graham said..
Three meetings of community

Homemakers

Leroy Richardson In
Paducah I. C. Hospital
Leroy Richardson, local I. C.
engineer, left Sunday to enter
the I. C. Hospital in Paducah for
further treatment of a leg injury he received from a fall last
summer. He is improving and is
'expected home within a few
days.

AAA To Furnish Farmers
With Rye and Vetch Seed
Caldwell farmers can now get
rye grass and vetch seed as an
AAA grant for a small cost, it
was announced Monday by Mrs.
Clifton Pruett. The seed is expected to arrive this week. Farmers are asked to call at the AAA
office in the courthouse.

Housewives Must Apply
For Sugar By Saturday
Housewives who still want
home canning sugar permits
should apply at the Caldwell
Rationing Office by Saturday
or do without their allotments,
Bob Jacobs said Monday. He
said also about 40 certificates
are ready for persons applying
last month.
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton ,have
returned from Ohio where they
spent a week with relatives.

BALL

GAME

Sunday — 2:30

FREDONIA
—vs—
PRINCETON

clubs and a quarterly session of
the Advisory Council are scheduled for Caldwell County homemakers during the week of September tember 17-24. Community
club meetings will be held as
follows:
Hall, 2:30 p. m., Saturday, September 19, with Mrs. Joel Boitnott.
Bethany, 2:00 p. m., Wednesday, September 23, with Mrs.
Scott Herron.

INSURE
YOUR PROPERTY
with

CUMMINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
ABSOLUTELY
NON-ASSESSABLE
POLICIES
Annual Cash Dividends
To Policyholders
Off. Main St.
Phones 520-J — 530-W

The choral works of Johann
Japan has
seized 1,47,
Sebastian Bach include more square miles of
territory ip
than 250 sacred and secular can- Pacific area
sine.. entering
Mrs. Floyd Brantley and baby,
Still further reduction in long tatas.
tht
war.
of Marion, were dismissed to- distance and
telephone
local
in
Nation
the
Kentucky led
day.
calls is essential in order to aspercentage of war bond sales in
Day & Nite! Buy War Bonds & Stamps Here:
Miss
Rachel Turley, Fredonia,
August with a thumping 117.6
sure vital war calls the quickis improving after an appenper cent. of its quota, it was anest possible service, Manager H.
dectomy last week.
nounced Monday by S. Albert
Iley Easley, Shady Grove, con- Moho:, said Tuesday. He revealPhillip, administrator for the
ed that although there is some
tinues to improve.
state war savings staff.
Elbert Rogers, Fredonia, is evidence of the public's effort
_
Kentuckians oversubscribed the
• 4.:4•41-!!*;_.
improving after an appendect- voluntarily tb ration use of long
quota of $7,250,000 by $1,273,000,
SUNDAY
and
telephone
local
and
distance
MONDAY
omy last week.
to run total purchases up to
J. W. Asbridge, Mexico, con- service in response to the na$8,523,000, Mr. Phillips said.
tionwide appeal for such help,
tinues to improve.
The State outdistanced Os
results are far short of what is
Mrs.
Fredonia,
Ruben
is
Ray,
nearest competitors, Tennessee
needed.
improving
several
days'
after
and Iowa, which tied for second
with 101.5 percent. of quota, by treatment.
Helen
Ethridge, Route
2,
a full 15 percentage points.
Princeton, was dismissed MonThe palm trees are swayin' . . .
day.
Cumberland Presbyterian
jungle's a jivin' . . . even the lions are
Marshall Ethridge, Jr., Route 2,
Revival To Start October 12
SATURDAY
roaring . . . in this triad-cap tropical
Princeton, underwent a tonsilRevival services at Cumberfrolic!
ectomy Tuesday.
30c
tic & 24c
1 le 8z
land Presbyterian Church will
Mrs. Malcolm Cummins and
after
Until
start October 12, with the Rev.
baby, Princeton, were dismissed
FEATURES
0. T. Arnett, of Birmingham,
5:0C
5:00
last week.
Ala., in charge, the Rev. A. D.
P.
M
P. M.
Smith, pastor, said Tuesday. The outstanding young ministers of
Rev. Mr. Arnett is one of the the South.

Kentucky Leads Nation
In Percentage Of War
Bond Sales In August

Further Cut Needed
In Telephone Calls

Hospital News
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THE SBISATIONAL THRILL THAT STARTLED MILUONS
SPIV THE MOST AMAZING SHOW ON ANY SCREEN!
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Princeton To Observe
Fire Prevention Week
Princeton will observe Annual

ROBERT PAIGE

LEIF ERIKSON

Lionel

IN THE NEWSREEL--

COMMANDOS
AT DIEPPE

— Second Feature —

TRIPLE
TROUBLE

FIRST PICTURES OF ALLIED RAID ON NAZI'.
IN GERMAN-HELD FRENCH SEAPORT

FOR

RENEGADES!

CODE Or nit

11¢&20¢—TUES. &

WED.

OUTLAW
With

The Three
htesquiteers
Bob STEE1E - Tom TY111
Rule DAVIS

FAY WRAY • ROB'T ARMSTRONG • BRUCE CABOTI

MID-NITE SHOW
SATURDAY
NITE

11 P.M.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
EXCITING

EFIFITAL 6u

pERMAN STARTLING

Plus These Added Units! . . .
PETE SMITH SPECIALTY—"WHAT ABOUT DADDY"
SPORT SHORT—"SITTIN' PRETTY"

A Paramount Pictur.
Superman, Inc

ACCLAIMED ONE OF GREATEST
PICTURES OF ALL TIMES!

THESE FAMOUS
AMERICANS
HAVE RATED
"MRS. MINIVER"
ONE OF THE
10-BEST
PICTURES
OF ALL TIME!
WALTER WINCHEI.1
(News Columnist)

—AND—

FRIDAY

KATE SMITH
(Radio Singer)

(c!,ome,e4TRACY
44LA
KARR yo tGARFIELD
1

RAYMOND GRAM S\A I Nti
(News Analyist)
DEEMS TAYLOR
(Composer and Critic)

in Victor Morning's production of

EVERYBODY is putting "Mrs. Miniver" on their all-time
"10-best" list! "Mrs. Miniver"
is more than a picture
It's dramatic: It's tender. It's human. It's
real. It makes you
feel and know the most tensely exciting experiences that
have ever come to men
and women! "Mrs. Miniver" is the Big Pa rade of
this war!
with

FRANK MORGAN
Akhn Tomiroff
John Ouolen
Allen Jenkins
AN MGM
PICTURE

DREW PEARSON
(Washington Merry-Go-Round
l IIRISTOPHER MOURLEY
(Famous Author)

1VILLIAM LYONS PHELPS
(Radio Commentator)

GREER

GARSON

WALTER

DOROTHY THOMPSON
(News Columnist)

PIDGEON

FRED ALLEN
(Radio Comedian)

Directed by WILLIAM WYLER -:- Produced by SIDNEY
FRANKLIN

MRS.MINIVER
•with Teresa Wright •Dame May Whitty •
Reginald Owen

CAPITOL

BASED ON JAN STRUTHER'S GREAT NOVEL.

3 DAYS! STARTS NEXT
Plus These Shorts!
.
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON
LATEST WORLD NEWS
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Fire Prevention Week in keeping with the rest of the State
October 4-10, it was announced
Monday. The State fire marshall
has asked the city to start formulating plans for some sort of
observance. A program has not
been worked out, Dr. W. L.
Cash, mayor, said.

CRPITOL

VIRGINIA BRUCE

Nan Wacs c,„dTHE FOUR INK SPOTS

T

Eddyville Road
Members and visitors of Eddyville Road Homemakers Club
studied home nursing and clothing lessons at their meeting Friday afternoon at the home of
Rowland.
Mrs. Charles
Mrs.
Henry Sevison, club chairman,
had charge of the meeting.
During the business session
members voted to buy war
stamps from the club treasury
each month, the stamps to be applied toward purchase of a bond.
Following the study program led
by Mrs. Lyman Kilgore, Mrs.
Arch Martin conducted the recreation period. The meeting
ended with group singing led by
Mrs. Sevison.
Members attending the meeting were Mesdames Kilgore,
Sevison, Martin, G. C. Hays, M.
U. Lamb, Charles Hubbard, J.
W. Hollingsworth, Arnold Wells,
James McLin. Earl Gray, L. C.
Lisman, W. H. Beck, Dennie
Cash, Misses Alta and Cyrena
Gresham. Visitors were Mesdames W. R. Dunn, Henry
Rogers, Porter Sells, Hubbard
and Miss Nancy Scrugham.

17 1942

WEDNESDAY

,e

BILL STERN
(Noted Sports Authority)

and hundreds and hundreds
of others.

Henry Travers •

Henry Wilcoxon

A METRO GOLDWYN MAYER PICTURE

2 - SHOWINGS DAILY
3:00 P.M.-8:00 P.M.
DOORS Ol'EN 2:30 P.M. AND 7:30 P.M.
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Mrs. Everett Cherry, Miss Ruth
Poindexter, Miss Ruth Hubbard,
Miss Doris Davis. Miss Carolyn
Arnett, Miss Anna French and
Miss Ludeen Piercy.
The program was enjoyed by
all and the group adjourned to
meet next month with Miss
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The annual meeting of the
Women's Societies of Christian
Service, of the Methodist Church,
of the Hopkinsville District, will
be held at Ogden Memorial
Church, Friday afternoon, Sept.
18, from 1 to 4:15 o'clock.
Conference officers will
be
present arid will present timely
topics. Among the speakers will
be Mrs. Chisholm, Conference
Secretary of Missionary .Education and Service, and Mrs. Garnett Holland, who will speak
on local work. A chaplain's work
at Camp Campbell, will be feattired.
All the women of the Methodist Church and any others who
are interested in a study of
Latin America, and other missionary subjects, are cordially
invited to be present.

Council Groups Have
Pot-Luck Dinner

TE SMITH
adio Singer)

Lebanon Revival Will
Continue Two More Weeks

D GRAM SWING

Churches. Clubs
.Personals
Society.

.
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motion day.
Leader Congratulates
11:00 a.m.-"A Year's Work."
(Continued from Page One)
7:30 p.m.-"Growth Of The
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Handy,
Soul."
Green St., on the. birth of a son,
6:30 p.m.-Youth Fellowship September 9. He has been named
service. Jeanette Talley, leader. Don Julian.
This is the last Sunday before
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Whitmore,
the session of the Annual Con- North Jefferson St., on the birth
ference. All members and friends of a daughter, Barbara Jenielle,
of the church are urged to be September 15. Mr. Whitmore is
in the U. S. Navy. Mrs. Whitpresent.
more is the former Frieda Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Eugene
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Oliver, Princeton Route 3, on
CHURCH
the birth of a son, Gary Wayne,
John N. Fox, Pastor
September 4.
Leonard Groom, S. S. Supt.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson,
Sunday, Sept. 20, 1942.
Route 1, Dalton, on the birth of
9:45 am.-The Church School.
a daughter. She has been named
10:45 am.-Service of Praise
Mary Belle.
and Meditation. Message: "The
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil McGregor,
Great Liberator."
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
3:00 p.m.-Meeting
of the
of a son, Clifton' Eugene, AuPioneer Group.
gust 31.
6:30 p.m.-Meeting
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice James
Tuxis.
Glass, Route 1, Cobb, on the
7:45 p.m.-The Evening Hour
birth of a son, Maurice Jr., Auof Worship. Installation of a new
gust 30.
Deacon. Meditation: '!Suffering."
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Robertson,
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. - MidPrinceton, on the birth of a
week Fellowship.
daughter, Barbar'a Jean, August
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - The
2&
Choir rehearses.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie L. Capps
Dalton, Route I, on the birth of
REVIVAL ENDS
a son, Henry Milton, September
Rev, Olen Sisk returned Fri7.
day night from a successful reMr. and Mrs. Willis Bronson,
vival in Trigg county where for
Star Route 5, on the birth of a
two weeks he had been with
daughter, Joe Ann, August 27.
the Locust Grove Baptist Church,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Simpson,
of which the Rev. J. L. Parker
Route 3, Princeton, on
the
is pastor. Mr. Sisk reports 18
additions to the church, 12 of
which were by baptism.

FASHION

birth of a daughter, September
9. She has been named Vivian
Mr. and

Mrs. Otho

Princeton, on

the

birth

Capps,
of a

son, James Otho, August 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Leeman
Vickery, Route 3, Princeton, on
the birth of a son, September
13. He has been named Donald
Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. James Marvin
Darnell, on the birth
of a
daughter, Margaret Elizabeth,
September 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sheridan,
Princeton, Route
1, on the
birth of a son, on September &
He has been named Clinton
Dale.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R. Patterson, on the birth of a daughter, September 11. She has been
named Elizabeth Carol.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas W. Riley.
Crider, on the birth of a son.
Robert Elmon, September 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Nuncy C. Furlano, Princeton, on the birth og
a daughter, Charlotte Ann, September 11.
efIyi. and Mrs. Garland Capps,
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
of a son, Harold Haydon, September 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Tillie Mitchell,
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
of a daughter, Judy Lane, September 9.
Birth statistics show that quadruplets appear once in 658,403
births.

Takes Post In Florida
,Miss Kathryn Laverty, daughter of Mrs. Roberta Laverty, left
recently for Cedar Keys, Florida,
where she has accepted a position as teacher in the high
school. Miss Laverty was graduated from B. U., Bowling Green,
last month.

Homemakers Plan Annual
County Conference
Presidents, project leaders and
committeemen of Caldwell county's Homemakers' Clubs will
meet Friday at 9:30 o'clock at
George Coon Library and make
plans for the annual meeting of

THESE
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PARADISE
FROCKS

SHOE STYLES FOR

Brown Calf Spectator
Pump. High Heel-

$7.95

GEORGIANA Goes All-Out for Value
in An All-Wool JERSEY CLASSIC

"gar )t•
OM/NY

ews Analyist)

1141.111111

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:45.
Worship Service, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
Young People's Groups, 6:45.
Mrs. C. A. Pepper was a visit- the County Homemakers' AssoThe Evening Worship, 7:45.
or in Louisville this week.
Prayer
Service
ciation, Mrs. J. Wilbern Crowe
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry said Tuesday.
7:45 o'clock.
left Friday for Denver, Colo.,
where *they are visiting Hugh
Cherry, Jr., and Mrs. Cherry.
Mr. Cherry is a member of the
Army Air Corp and has been
stationed in Denver several
months.

All groups of the Women's
Council of the First Christian
Church met in the recreation
parlor of the church, Monday
evening, September 14, for their
regular meeting and "pot-luck"
dinner. About 35 members were
present.

to

ews Columnist)

Churches

she visited her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Jim Tom Ray. Mrs. Ray recently
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
visited here.
J. G. Cothran, Minister
Mr. and Mrs. Patton McElrath,
Sunday School at 9:45.
Mrs. Calhoun Rieke and Mr. and
Morning Worship at 11. SerMrs. Ed G. Scott, of Paducah, atmon theme, "Working The Hightended the all-day barbecue at
ways and The Hedges."
the home of Mrs. Duke Pettit
Baptist Training Union r4ets
and Mrs. George Pettit, Jr. at
at 6:15.
their home on the Eddyville
Evening Worship at 7:30. SerRoad Tuesday.
mon theme, "The Soul That is
V Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell CalloSafely Anchored."
way and daughter, Donna Joyce,
Prayer service at 7:30 WedAnn Arbor, Mich., visited Mrs.
nesday evening.
Calloway's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
We are always happy to see
J. E. Tatum, last week. They arpeople who move into our comrived here Sunday and returned
munity show an interest
in
to Michigan Wednesday. Miss
something more than the maBarbara Beshears, Eddyville, alterial things. Come with us and
so visited with Mr. and Mrs. Tareceive the blessings that come
tum during Mr. and Mrs. Maxwith worship.
well's visit.
Miss M a r gar e t Litchfield,
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Louisville, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Edwin KoltInsky and Mrs. David E. Harrell, Minister
Brother Charles Lancaster will
Koltinsky.
be
away 18 weeks to complete
Mrs. Pete Feagan is visiting
relatives M St. Louis.this week. his college work toward an B.A.
Mrs. Pauline Jones returned degree in Abilene Christian Collast Thursday from Memphis, lege, Abilene, Texas. During his
Tenn., where she visited Mr. absence Brother David Harrell,
and Mrs. William Scott Ferrell. of Daytona Beach, Fla., will be
- Mrs. Homer Ray Patterson the regular minister. As usual
there will be two preaching
spent Sunday in Paducah with
.services every Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. McClure.
Singing: 9:45 a.m.
Miss Ann Hill, Louisville,spent
Preaching: 10:00 a.m.
last week-end with her brother,
Topic: "Influence and Power
Mr. George Hill and Mrs. Hill,
of the Word."
Hopkinsville St.
Sunday School: 7:15 pane
Misses Elizabeth and Jane
Preaching 8:00 p. m. 'tstabWorrell and Mrs. Gus Deen
lishment of the Church."
spent last Thursday in Memphis.
Prayer
meeting
Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Miles,
8:00 p.m.
Madisonville, visited friends here
Saturday.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
Miss Bibbie Crittenden, Halls,
Tenn., spent last week-end the METHODIST CHURCH
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 a.m.-Sunday School, proLowry.

The annual revival at Lebanon
Baptist Church is in progress
and will continue for the next
two weeks, it was reported this
week. The Rev. Albert Kemp,
pastor, and the Rev. Mr. Utley
were served to are conducting services.
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, Sizes

14 to 44

/
2
/
2 to 221
and 121
AP,

MS TAYLOR
poser and Critic)

Ladies' Week
Bags, special End

W PEARSON
on

Merry-Go-Round)

PHER

Men's Airplane
Luggage from

MOURLEY

mous Author)

Traveling Wardrobe, special

LYONS. PHELPS
o

Commentator)

Brown Calf Pump.
ban Heel-

5.95
13.95

uatee

$7.95

•

buttons make it a joy to vary with other
'
.
new bright colored accessories
Block, Wine, Solute Blue, Brown

We have just received a new shipment of
dresses which include the latest styles in Lamp!
Knit, Martha Mannings, Carole Kings (Originals
for Juniors), Ann Louise, Sylarts.

HY THOMPSON
ws Columnist)

ED ALLEN
dio Comedian)
Black Suede, Patent
Trim. Cuban Heel-

LL STERN
reds and hundreds
of others.

y

GLADSTONES
.V6,1-

Or

$7.95

AS SO 4
LEADING .
MAGA

$12.50

NGS DAILY -2

P.M.
-8:007:30 P.M,

CORNETTE'S
'ED
INCORPORAI

30 P.M. AND

4`,

".•

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

KENTUCKY

SVILLE,

Loma teed, Evelyn Alden and other famous New York Styles.
Too, we have a complete line of accessories to match every costume.

Wilcoxon

ER PICTURE

1. •

self-ton*:
dickeys and your.

priceless Georgiana precision. A self belt 0nd

\1$

Sports Authority)

a shirtfro-als:
Your standby for smart good looks
' with,
smooth Sag-No-Mor Jersey . . . tailored and fitted

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

Thursday, S
eptember 1

Page Six

Demos Organize
For Fall Campaign
'In view of the labor situation.
some farmers are planning to
put more of their farms into
grass, increase livestock production, and grow less cultivated
crops. For a few farmers this
plan might be all right, points
out E. J. Nesius of the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, but if all farmers did
it a feed shortage would result
that might seriously affect the
war effort.
"Livestock require less labor
than crops, especially 'crew labor'
Nesius admitted. "However; livestock must be fed, and as much
of the fed as possible should
come from the same farm where
the stock are fed. Farmers are
taking incr6ased risks when they
depend on buying feeds. Purchased feeds may be low in quality, as well as high in prices.
Possible transporation difficulties
must be taken into consideration.
Cost of production may be increased, when feeds are purchased, and this is something a farJAP PICTURE OF WAKE ISLAND PRISONERS—This picture reproduced from "Freedom," Engmer must always watch.
lish language propaganda magazine published by the Japanese in Shanghai, is described by its
"The livestock-feed ratios are
caption as showing part of the 1,300 prisoners captured at Wake Island on their way to a Japfavorable at present. They might
anese prison camp. Black uniformed U. S. naval officer is identified as Comm. Winnifield Scott
lead one to conclude that feeds
Cunningham "ex-Garrison chief at Wake." This is one of a series of pictures made available in
can be purchased and labor deWashington from the magazine, copies of which were brought back by U. S. evacuees aboard the
Voted to something else. Even
—AP Telemat
diplomatic exchange ship Gripsholm.
though the cost of labor and materials are higher, and may continue to be higher, than in the
past, in most cases grain and
hay can still be produced chea, students, seaman. The eldest was mir. For three lays, the men
By Clayton J. Irwin
per than they can be purchased.
waded an icei!clogged river in
56 and the youngest 20.
Wide World Features Writer
New York—Kobtzeff Vladimir
water chest deep. At Leningrad
Organized
Each
Unit
The original Panama City
is a merchant seaman and he has
There is a popular belief that they were hospitalized, Vladimir
founded in 1519, was destroyed
never served a day in the Rus- Russian guerrillas operate withby Morgan the buccaneer in
developed rheumatism and was
sian army. He probably never out organization and on a hit-or1671.
declared unfit for further duty.
heard of the Rangers; maybe he miss basis. Instead, says Vladimir
Of the original detachment, one
dosen't know much,- either, about each detachment is armed by the
There are four railway syshad been captured, three killed
Commandos.
the British
military and given a general plan in action and 13
tems in the British Isles with a
wounded.
But when the last German is of operation . Members of the detotal mileage of 20,080 miles.
Back in the merchant marine,
there
ought
out
of
Russia
chased
tachment elect their own com- Vladimir came to New York on
to be a few hoorahs for Vladimir mander, who sets up smaller
a freighter, and that's how he
and the thousands of overalled units inside the detachment. Vlahappened to tell his story at the
patriots who, applying Comman- dimir was leader of one of the
Soviet consulate. If his rheumado technique, helped the Rus- three units in his detachment.
tism improves he hopes to rejoin
sian army kick Hitler's timetable
Three times in the four months the guerrillas.
around for more than a year. they returned to Leningrad for
Soviets Won't Quit
In Standard Old Line ComFor four months Vladimir was supplies and orders. On one trip
The Russians, he says, won't
panies . . . Safety for Your
a guerrilla — to the Russians out they had been provisioned
stop fighting until they're victorProperty and Peace of Mind
partizani — while the Germans for 10 days; they were gone 38
ious. Citizens who never did anyfor Yourself.
hammered at Leningrad. That and had to sneak most of their
thing more deadly then chuck a
was a year ago if you remem- food out of captured villages.
rock at a tin can are dying with
ber your current history, the
Attacked Supply Columns .. courage and
spirit in their deterGermans besieged Leningrad but
Several detachments operating mination to
drive out the Nazi
Phone 25
never got around to capturing with Vladimir's in the Liningradinvaders.
Princeton, Ky.
it.
Pskov area managed, at one
"The Russian people have seen
Campaign of Destruction
tirne,..te scare the Germans out the Germans
kill," says Vladimir,
Vladimir and his pals camped nt moving supplies at night. They
"and now they have a great bitin the hills before Leningrad, cleverly planted connecting externess . . . .
acted as snipers by day and sal- plosive charges in the road at
'lied forth by night to blow up internvals of several hundred
Linda Williamson Accepts
German truck columns, blast yards, then after a few German
Bank Position In Detroit
bridges and harass enemy com- vehicles had passed by in safety,
Miss Linda Williamson, daughmunications. They mingled with those following were blasted.
ter of Mrs. Ella Williamson and
the populace in captured villages
They never took prisoners but
and picked up bits of military elimated enough German pa- former clerk at the Caldwell
county health office, has acceptinformation . They had no mili- trols to keep in guns and ammued a position as stenographer at
tary status, and they feared no- nition. In many* a captured villthe First National Bank, Detroit.
thing but capture. A guerrilla age they visted, they saw the
Miss Williamson is a grahuate of
couldn't expect anything as pain- familiar signs offering 3,000 ruButler High School
and
of
less as the firing squad.
bles for the head of each guerBusiness
College,
Vladimir, 34, was betweeen sea rilla delivered to German auth- Spencerian

How Russia's Guerrillas Fight The War

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young. Agt

voyages when the German ad- orities.
vance on Leningrad became seriThe Road Back
ous. He volunteered for guerrila
The last trip to Leningrad
duty and was assigned to a. 55- practically wore out the detachman detachment—clerks, bakers, ment and almost finished Vladi-

Georgia's Next Governor

Humphreys And Franklin Named Co-Chairmen; Victory Seen

,
Stuni
to
put
thr wine-cup
t
tter Hawn.; ,
Phrase
"drinking a
--Sign -Your N
mile to

1. Save regularly in your account here, with

AT YOUR
GROCER'S
WITH EACH
PURCHASE OF

Madisonville, were named cochairmen for the Democratic fall
campaign in Kentucky Saturday.
They jointly managed the pri-

Watch You
Ii.•,,,Th

mary campaign.
State Senator E. C. Dawson,
New Haven, was chosen finance
chairman. In making these appointments the Democratic State
Central Executive committee decided to pame a woman campaign chairman later.
With so many of Kentucky's
sons gone to war, importance of
careful organization was stressed
by Gov. Keen Johnson, especially among the feminine voters.
He predicted 65 percent. of the
vote in Kentucky this coming
November would be cast by

(if
Harmful Hot
Your ki
re
atter
Sot acteyrn
.
t
promo

Ellis Arnall, who on basis of
unofficial returns defeated Eugene Talmadge for Georgia's
Democratic nomination for governor (tantamount to election)
here speaks cheerfully into a
microphone in an address of
thanks to voters. Arnall, 35, advances from job of state attorney
women.
—AP Telma t
general.
Both the chief executive and
LexingUnderwood,
Thomas R.
ton, chairman of the committee,
their
for
success
predicted
(Continued from page three)
party's ticket in November.
pattern was selected by Aaron

News From

Among The
County Agents
Fifteen farmers in Hancock
county are keeping a record of
their returns from priming tobacco.
Potato yields in Leslie county
ranged from 30 to 40 bushels
per 100 pounds of seed planted.
W. H. Tandy of Lyon county
half
a
combined three and
bushels of timothy seed to the
acre.
In Hickman county, where
there has been some dry weather, 21 ponds have been dug and
about 200 reworked.
With about 200 acres of tomatoes, Carroll county has its
first canning factory since 1935.
Many Trigg county farmers
are sowing small grains in lespedeza fields without preparing
a seedbed.
Green beans, corn, okra and
apples were dried at food demonstrations in Caldwell county.
The canning of kraut is attracting unusual interest among
home-makers in Fayette County.
Farmers in Mercer county have
insured nearly 30,000 sheep in
their county organization.
Thirty-four members of 4-H
clubs in Jessamine county have
a total of 19 acres of gardens.
Vetch, rye grass and orchard
grass seed are being saved by
several farmers in Estill county.
Members of 4-H clubs collected nearly $300 in prizes at the
Shelby County Nair.
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while at the World's Fair two
weeks ago and all who have seen

Delightful, sparkling dinner glasses
—designed with I modern swing
—to grace the charm of your table
for parties, luncheons, and "just
family" meals,too. You'll be proud
of their beauty just as you've been
proud of the rich goodness of
Airy Fairy Flour.

g The
Agents

gon in town.
S. D. Hodge Hurt
Princeton, Dec. 2, 1904—While
driving

to

Wednesday

the

country

afternoon

in

last
com-

pany with Shelly Eldred, Attorwas right
ney S. D. Hodge
baldy hurt. As they reached
the railroad crossing at Varmint Trace Road, Mr. Hodge
got out of the buggy and went
and asked an engineer of a train
if it would be safe for them to
attempt to cross. He returned to
the buggy and was in the act of
getting in when the horse became
frightened and started to run.
Mr Hodge grabbed the bridle and
tried to hold the horse but was
thrown to the ground with great
force. For several hours he was
in bad shape but is now all right.
Almost one-third of the population of Panama depends on
the Panama Canal for its livelihood.
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"Father says 'Every°
have a prog::::
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of pasteurize
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PRINCE
CREAM
Phone 161

For tempty tasting pies and cakes;
golden light biscuits and rolls;
for creamy rich.
browned bread
and buns...
it's Airy Fairy
Flour that is
"White, Light,
All-WaysRight-.

AR YOUR GROCER

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS &
'LOAN ASSOCIATION
HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Telephone 46
Princeton, Ky.

acres of hybrid corn
by 4-H club members in
county are attracting 'code attention.
, Cook, Jr., 12-year-old
county 4-H club boy,
ered 148 pounds of rube ton of scrap iron.
•• for the future" letter
Miss Zeima
itten by
demonstration
home
and sent to 1,242 Kenton
families.
bers of homemakers' clubs
castle county are studyctical home nursing, with
as instructors.
ating of more lamb is besed among homemakers
Henry county.
Meeks, a 4-H club girl
son county, made an atdress from feed sacks.
hemp suffered from lack
ing in several counties,
part to the shortage of
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Ts of homemakers clubs
n county cooperated in
-wide exhibit of slipchairs.
• ernakers' club "nutrition
as given at a Farm Bur'c for Hardin, Hart and
counties.

ward Helps Stage
Troop Show Abroad
n (11)
) — Noel Cowa
to stage the first full
eatrical show featuring
States soldiers in Britain
play was his "Private
and Coward himself di
e cast through one o
rehearsais.
rformance, in the ol
Casino in Soho whic
e Queensberry All Ser
, was attended by mo
II
allied service men and
and London civil
derkers. Nearly 400 were
soldiers.

Comiort

Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

a
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Frankfort—Robert Humphreys.
Mayfield, and Charles G. Franklin

Convenience

Don't Forget
To Do Both

her Profits In
'try Business

11)

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally , located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
W. L. Stodgill
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

keeps fall clothes cheery Vigil
Sparkling autumn colors lift your spirits. KerP Your fag
bright and smart by sending them to us regularlY
dry cleaning.
clear to tbe
Our Sanitone method Cleans thoroug
of the fabric. It gives colors new pep, and textures°
lines.
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CHART FDR WANTS AUTOISTS TO SEE: This is the chart on
10 demonstrations flocks
tire wear for which President Roosevelt asked wide publicity.
eggs
an average of 19
Note President's inscription appealing to the "news photo people."
lowest
the
while
July,
in
The
chart was prepared by the automobile and rubber industries'
12
less
than
produced
tire committee of the Society of Automotive Engineers.
hen.
C
r
Fields of Lost Creek
difficulties was the result of
county, owned a flock
sakaatage;..that some, jap or
-Leghorn& that .laid
iterary Guidepost
guided Filipino put wax in all
age of 26 eggs each in
By John Selby
125
White
of
the gasoline and the wax periodflock
uther
Wide World Features
owned by H. B. Rappically clogged the feedlines and
Smithland, laid an averforced the ooats to stop for a
''They Were Expendable,", by
eggs each in July.
clean-out, sometimes under fire.
W. L. White
All these things Lieutenant
You cannot miss the thought, Bulkeley and his men accomwhen you read W. L. WI-kite's plished. But the chief impact of
Agents
"They Were Expendable,".that the book, after the heroism disacres of hybrid corn there are at least six incidents in played, is in the picture it gives
y 4-H club members in the
book which singly would of the hopeless Philippine cam.ty are attracting co- make rip-snorting books of hero- paign—of Corregidor's old-style
t.
ism. Or the further thought that flack-flack ineffective by a full
Cook, Jr., 12-year-old even so early in the war there mile, of the alleged air force,
rounty 4-H club boy, is no lack of heroic incident, so which was a huddle of planes
i 148 pounds of rub- that no writer need economize.
flapping helplessly around, of
a ton of scrap iron.
"They Were Expendable" is insufficient provisions, and men
for the future" letter the story of Squadron Three of forced to battle tanks with rifles.
then by Miss Zelma the motor torpedo boats—those Of many other things, including
demonstration 70-foot plywood hulls powered a couple of generals on adjoinhome
d sent to 1,242 Kenton with three huge motors, capable ing islands who had a mad on,
amities.
of out-running almost everything and because they wouldn't speak
rs of homemakers' clubs but bullets. Squadron Three was to each other, did not know
astir' county are study- commanded by Lt. John Bulke- whether the Japs had landed on
teal home nursing, with ley, who now is a Lieutenant- each other's island. Those things
instructors.
Commander. It was assigned to happen in all countries and all
tint of more lamb is be- Manila Bay, and its last news- wars, but Mr. White's belief that
among homemakers worthy exploit was taking Mac- they need not have bappened on
nry county.
Arthur out of Bataan and down the Philippines shows through
-ks, a 4-H club girl to the southern Philippine island every page.
t'ounty, made an at- from which he was flown • to
"They Were Expendable" is
,a from feed sacks.
being distributed as an extra by
Australia.
.;) suffered from lack
Squadron Three lived a dizzy the Book-of-the-Month Club—
in several counties, pace. It darted in and out of and Mr. White's father, William
I to the shortage of Subic Bay, puncturing ship after Allen White, did not vote on
ship. It ran errands. It piloted the choice though a long-time
of homemakers clubs submarines through mine fields member of the board of pudges!
county cooperated in to Corregidor, and broke up Jap
-wide exhibit of slip- landing parties. It did other
The death watch beetle causes
chairs.
things as well, and under very most timber decay.
makers' club "nutrition great difficulties. It is not pleas• given at a Farm Bur- ant to note that one of these
Everybody reads the Leader.
for Hardin, Hart and
unties.
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Donaldson Called
To Aid Tire Survey

Fatally Wounded

Ponca City, Okla. (11")—C. J.

on his bicycle that pumps air
into a tank; blows a warning
whistle; applies an air brake to
the rear wheel and enables him
to pump up his own tires without resorting to a hand pump or
a filling station. He says he believes the size of it can be increased so that the air will provide the motive power -to operate the bike. Perpetual motion
stuff!

(By Associated Press)
Frankfort.—Highway Commissioner J. Lyter Donaldson was in
Washington last week to work as
a member of a five-man board
studying tire rationing. The

Urges Purchase Of
Better Fertilizer
FaAners could save $3 to $5
a ton by buying high-grade fertilizers, according to Agricultural
Experiment Station's annual report on commercial fertilizers.
Farmers who buy low-grade
fertilizers pay freight and other
charges on "inert filler" of little
or no value, the report states.
A ton of poor fertilizer has the
same freight charges, and costs
as much to mix, bag and handle,
as does a ton of fertilizer containing more plant food.
As an example, the report says
that it takes three tons of a 2-8-4
fertilizer to supply the same
amount of nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash that are contained in two tons of 3-12-6 fertizer. The three tons of the lowgrade fertilizer cost $75 last
year, and the two tons of 3-12-6
cost $62.60. Thus a saving of
$12.40 could have been made by
buying the high-grade fertilizer.
Also the buyer would handle
only two tons of material instead
of three tons.
As another example, the report
says that 1,600 pounds of 4-10-6

Exports of cotton, leaped from
189,000 pounds in 1791 to 21,-000,000 pounds in 1801.
Jar the Jap with Junk

Neil Parke, 14-year-old Madison county 4-H Club boy, made
$119 on an investment of $75 in
a sow and litter of 11 pigs. The
sow farrowed March 5, and Neil
became owner of the herd April
1. The ration was a full feed of
corn, tankage and wheat middlings the first three months,
and corn and tankage the rest
of the time. When sold August
20, at the age of 165 days, the 11
pigs weighed 2,330 pounds and
brought $14.50 a hundred.
fertilizer cost approximately the
same as a ton of 2-8-4 fertilizer.
It contains, however, 24 pounds
more nitrogen and 16 pounds
more potash, and the same
amount of phosphoric acid, as
the ton Cif 2-8-4.
The Experiment Station considers that any mixed fertilizer
which has a total plant-food content of less ,than 20 percent is
a low-grade fertilizer. Approximately 70 percent of the mixed
fertilizer sold in Kentucky last
year contained 17 percent or
less of plant food.

them to

Amber has been used as
ornaments for more than 2,000
years. It once was highly reagainst
garded as a charm
witchcraft and disease.

Choose A Classic

Classic and novelty sweaters with long,
short sleeves in 100 percent wool, gored, pleated and flare skirts in new
plaids, tweeds, solids—all at surprisingly low prices. Note illustrations at
right.
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SWEATERS
$2.50 to 43.50
SKIRTS
$3.95 to $5.95
Harrison St.
Phone 494

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
Kentucky
Hopkinsville,

IN THE
CASUAL
CATEGORY
ARRY-CO-ROUNDS

Sturdy Footwear ... smooth in
For the smart
young women who wont a dual.
purpose style. Turns
the daily round into a merrygo-round.
app•ai.

Basket making is believed to
be one of the earliest human industries.

Sweaters And Skirts
lors lift
sending

The Leader leads in its field.

Litter Profitable ,
For 4-H Club Boy

No. 1 blouse for Fall . . . a smooth
classic! Long sleeved rayon crepe with
stitched collar and cuffs. Note the attractive models at the left ... in white
and fall colors.

Keep Youf
your spirits.

WHOM IT
MAY CONCERN
It having been agreed to keep
Asher Cemetery by free-will donations, we, the undersigned
committee of said cemetery, do
hereby request all those having
relatives and friends buried, or
lots in said cemetery and any
one wishing to bury in this
cemetery, please see one of the
committee before doing so, and
are requested to move dirt after
burial, or deposit $1.00 for same.
All making donations for upkeep of cemetery get in touch
with treasurer or one of committee.
Signed:
J. I. Moore,
F. E. Harper,
Fredonia, Rt. 1
Charles Brown,
Princeton, Rt. 1
D. E. Morgan, Treas.
Fredonia, Rt. 1

Dorothy Baun (above), 32,
and Neil Pietrangel, 25, welfare
workers of Kenosha, Wis., were
fatally wounded in a wooded
section near Tomah, Wis. Both
were nude except for shoes and
stockings. They had been driving from their home to Sparta,
Wis. A search was started for
the slayers.
—AP Telemat

ward Helps Stage
Show Abroad
(0?) — Noel Coward
stage the first fullatrical show featuring
tes soldiers in Britain.
•y was his
"Private
d Coward himself dicast through one of
rehearsgls.
rformance, in the old
asino in Soho which
Queensberry All Serwas attended by more
allied service men and
nd London civil de-

Home Made Bicycle Pump
Nears Perpetual Motion
Hank, who deals in ice cream
and candy, has rigged a device

Highway Head Goes
To Washington on
Special Assignment

board was appointed by Price
Administrator Leon Henderson.
Donaldson departed after holding a monthly meeting with his
advisory highway commission
which heard governor Johnson
has approved a plan for "upward wage adjustments" for
Highway Department maintenance and garage men. A check
showed there were 2,470 State
Highway maintenance workers
and 1,079 Rural Highway employes.
The commission also heard
Donaldson discuss plans for the
department to take over maintenance of State highways which
pass through cities. Authority
to CID this Was ProvidealaY "a '1942 General Assembly act
He indicated officials from
cities in various districts would
be called by groups shortly to
smooth out plans.

Pogo Seven

Hopkinsville
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2,000 4-Hiers At
Camp This Summ

Friendship
(Mrs. William Cartwright)
Mr. and Mrs. Leemon Nichols
and mother, Mrs. Lila Nichols,
of Dawson Springs, were here
Thursday visiting "Aunt Fannie"
Morris who has been an invalid
the last few months.
Mrs. Dan Smiley and son,
Riley, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Word Sunday.
Pvt. Wendell Cartwright, of
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., enroute
to Camp Campbell, Clarksville,
and other points in Tennessee
last Saturday night came via
Princeton and made a short stop
with his father, 0. N. Cartwright, and other relatives. He
was accompanied from here to
Camp Campbell Sundby by Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. Cartwright, J.
T. White and daughter, Mary
will
Lou. Private Cartwright
be in Tennesse the next few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Pickering
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Laura Newsom, of Scottsburg,
YANKS LAND IN NEW CALEDONIA: Scrambling from big landing barges which brought them Sunday.
Free.
ashore from transport ships, U. S. troops land at a dock on the island of New Caledonia,
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newsom
French controlled island in the southwest Pacific which has been developed into a U. S. stronghold. went to Hopkinsville Saturday
Note French flag on motor launch at right. (Associated Press Photo from U. S. Army)
afternoon. While there they visited Raleigh 'Parsley, who is a
patient ...at dr_ Jennie Stuart
Hospital. Mr. Parsley was seil
iously injured last Thursday at
(Nemo)
Miss Martha Nelle Keys, Evans- Cedar Bluff.
Expert Praises Program
By Charles E. Whiting
Mr. Henry Hopper was quite
with
The Suggestions that the New ville, spent Labor Day here
Wide World Features
sick last week but is reported
and relatives.
better at present.
Blairstown, N. J.—When the Jersey herd might be used for friends
E. Willis
Wm.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Riley Smiley, Denver, Colo.,
Norway
in
purposes
restocking
of
out
Nazi invaders are driven
are here visiting is here for a visit with his parson
little
and
Proby
recently
born
advanced
cattle
little
was
Norway, sturdy
Dan Smiley.
of the Mrs. Willis' parents, Mr. and ents, Mr. and Mrs.
and bred in New Jersey may be fessor William C. Skelly
He was accompanied on his
Mrs. D. D. Rogers.
Rutgers
Agriculture,
of
College
sent to restock the herds slaughMrs. Arden Higdon, Evansville, trip here by Miss June WV
tered for German troops or ship- University, who said:
spent the last week with her who has been vacationing with
more
be
might
herd
"Reilly's
ped to Germany to bolster the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest relatives in Colorado the last
dwindling food supply in the significant than we realite, for if
few months.
the Germans have ravaged the Lacy.
Reich.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Hale and
Adams
Lacy,
Mesdames
That is the belief of dairymen Telemarks in Norway for food,
were visitors at the home
family
week
last
day
one
spent
Higdon
who have watched experiment there is a possibility they might
and Mrs. David Mitchell
Mr.
of
Hopkinsville.
in
of a New York shipping magnate become extinct before the war is
a
had
recently.
has
Keller
Lola
Mrs.
with a penchant for livestock over. Then, this American herd
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Glass
major operation at Jennie
farming. He hopes to develop a might be needed for rehabilitahad as their guests recenthave
Hopkinsville
in
Hospital
Stuart
"truly American" breed with the tion purposes.
and will be coming home within ly, relatives from Detroit.
Ameraverage
"an
says,
Reilyy
help of Norway's famous TeleIsaac McCormick who was
ican cow is too large, demands a few days.
mark cattle.
Will the ladies of this society operated on last week for apupin
investment
an
great
too
The experimenter is John D.
that have loved ones, husbands, pendicitis has been removed from
Reilly, president of the Todd keep, and yields too much milk"
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DISCUSSING THE WAF PROGRAM: Mrs. Nancy Harkness Love
(left), 28, of Boston, named head of the Women's Auxiliary Ferry- boys and girls was revealed
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was created
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and in every camp large
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and we freedom.
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help
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in
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darling
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ranks fourth in the NUM
the Army, being inducted Sep- him in every way until he can
tember 9 to help the other boys be home again. He is our oldest completion of projects,
all he can. He did not want to boy and has always been a joy. states with large enrollms*
go. It hurt his poor heart so. We have done our part and ask
How we do miss him, no one God to see him through. We wish fairly good sod should
can tell. He loved his wife and him good health, happiness, suc- half-pound of seed to 1,011
loved us all. A vacant place that cess and cheer. We hope he can
be with us within a year. God are feet. Lawns not 80
ployee of the Lillie Murphy help our boy to be with us again. should receive a pond,
His loving Dad and Mother, young lawns at least_two
Store, Princeton, spent Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Darnell, per 1,000 square feet.
night and Sunday with her parfour sisters and three brothens, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles
Now also is a good
ers.
Adams.
select native shrubs and
Mr. and Mrs. Reece Taylor, of
to plant around the home
Good Time Now
Princeton, were through this
in the fall. They now can
To Reseed Lawn
vicinity Sunday.
identified by their foliage.
Mrs. Lillie Murphy, of PrinceFall is a good time to sow Elliott suggests that small
ton, and her visitor, Mrs. Lena bluegrass on the lawn. N. R. be reset, rather than to a
Morse, Louisville, were callers at Elliott of the Kentucky College to get large ones to live.
the home of J. T. White a few of Agriculture and Home Ecnights ago.
Jar the Jap with Junk
onomics says old lawns with a
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TIMELY tweed is right
TIMELY tailoring is precise
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gests you try
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NEW KIND OF PAINT!

FEMALE PAIN

You who suffer such pain with tired,
nervous feelings,distress of "irregularities"—due to functional monthly
disturbances—should try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It
has a soothing effect on one of woman's most important organs. Also
One stomachic tonic! Follow label
directions. Werth trying!
VEGEIAW

LYDIA E.PINHHAM'S

all. We would like to add
that the new broken weave

TIMELY quality has not faltered one strand or stitch in
fabric or workmanship.

Mount McKinley, in south central Alaska, is the highest mountain in North America.

herring-bon'es,
tweeds, worsteds and flannels

Choose from

$39.15

Gal. Paste Form
I

No More Ice Deliveries On

Others $42.50 and .,17.;0

MI: 1 gallon with
water and make
gallons paint.„

NEW FALL

SUNDAY

Never mind whether your rooms
are painted or unpainted, plastered
or wallpapered, made of wallboard or building tile. Amazing new
KEM-TONE, Sherwin-Williams

1, COVERS, WITH

In order to cut our truck mileage to Government requirements and as a measure to conserve tires we are compelled to discontinue all
Sunday deliveries.
Housekeepers please take notice and get
your refrigerators filled to Saturdays.

1 COAT, practl•
rally any inside surface, lacked.'
lug wallpaper!

2, NO

OBJECTIONABLE PAINT
ODOR.

3, DRIES IN

1 HOUR ... room fur-1
&things replaced some day.

6, READILY

WASHABLE — lust use
plain soap and water.

7,BRUSHES CLEAN

EASILY In water

after use.

8. NEWEST, SMARTEST pastel colors.
9, EASY TO APPLY, so easy a very

See Our New Line Of

5.

$1915 to '32"

wide brush may be used.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

You ca
ON EVE

A
Our Products are
A test
Commercial
Regular Gas
Ethyl Gas
Really Good
Pen Croyn •
Two gallon can
Whe n you purcha
you to some of o

Cor
Bob Williams, Mgr

PHONE 321

I

As little as $5 will hold
any garment until you
want it.

needed\
0. ECONOMICAL... 1 gallon mixed
with water makes 1' 1 gallons
'of paint.
THINNED WITH WATER.

2(4

CLOTHCRAFT SUITS

TOPCOATS

4, NO SIZING OR PRIMING

Citizens Ice Co.
Incorporated

- modern miracle well finish, will
cover practicany any surface with
a single coat!
Before you paint, investigate
Sherwin-Williams KEM -TONE!

on label

patterns are unusually good
looking and that famed

Farmers in Lawrence county
are saving garden seeds, in addition to timothy, redtop, orchard
grass, rye grass and vetch seed.

NOTICE!

See direct,ons

HOPKINSVILLE,

day, September
17,19
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Because of their use both for
Elm, Black Gum, Seyamore, Red food and oil, peanuts are being
Maple and Black Oak. These are produced at a 155 percent inall native to Kentucky and, while crease over 1941
;.here are others that might be
mentioned, the trees in this list
will satilay most demands.
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"RETONGA IS GRAND"
STATES MRS. GLASS
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24%ay Help*

IR WOMEN

gests you try

told all in the headthat is, NEARLY
would like to add
new broken weave
are unusually good.
and that famed
quality has not faltstrand or stitch in
r workmanship.

DO YOU REMEMBER
Rosemary La Planche?

You can save 4 to 5 cents
KEROSENE
ON EVERY GALLON OF GAS OR

At Cornielles
OUI
$47.50
$42.50 and
NEW FALL

THCRAFT SUITS
$25 to $35

You be the Judge! ..
are Tops in Performance . . .
has others.
A test will convince you as it

P roducts

Commercial Gas (white)
Regular Gas (first)
Ethyl Gas
Really Good Kerosene
Pen Croyn Oil
$1.10
Two gallon can

161
2¢
/
2¢
171
/
18.6¢
2¢
/
81
13¢
50c
In your container, gal.

was in
Less than a year ago her picture
nearly
nearly every newspaper and on
She was
every theater screen in America.
nay
"Miss America 1941." She reall had
tional publicity, but it was not continued.
don't
People have short memories. If you
t
advertise, if you don't tell people abou
you.
t
your business continually, they forge
Regular advertising in The Leader helps
your business now and preserves your name
and merchandising methods for the day
when consumer goods will not be rationed,
the day when war ends and people again
take up the normal activities of life.

for coupons which entitle
When you purchase our gasoline, ask
you to some of our beautiful FREE Dishes.

Hopkinsville Street

Only The Elephant Never Forgets-All Your Best Customers Do!
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FESTIVAL OFFICERS
BUY $1900 WORTH OF
WAR SAVINGS BONDS

Women Make 1,898 Gum Loss Irks Gals More Methodists Will
Surgical Sponges; Than Sugar, Tire Sacrifices Attend Meeting
Workers Needed

Men Examined For
October Draft

PR!

September I

Charlie Cook
Mil,.
Cook Scott, Rand
"
)
ert Warren
Travis
Smith, George Brit
ton
ham Gordon
Risclun

Merl Drain, president, and Dr.
Princeton's young girls, who looked on as chief courthouse
Rev. E. S. Denton, Dr. and C. F. Engelhardt, managing di39 Registrants Sent
livings
pounding chewer, sadly shook her head Mrs. W. L. Cash and several rector of the Princeton Tobacco
make their
Notices To Appear
typewriters in offices or selling and said, "I can do without it
others from Ogden Memorial Festival Corporation, Tuesday
Allied Hospitals In
everything from candy bars to
purchased $1,900 worth (maturiIn
September
but its like losing my best Methodist Church are expected
fur coats in Main street's dety value) of war bonds from the
All Fighting Areas
Caldwell county Selective Serpartment stores, took tire and friend." Her two office comrades, to attend the Annual District First National Bank. The board
vice officials notified 39 men to
Calling For Aid From
Childress
Margaret
and
June
Conference,
which
inMethodist
of
sugar rationing with a toss
voted this purchase some time appear
for preliminary Army exHome Front
their permanent waves — but Emma Gloria Glass, also took cludes churches in about half ago.
aminations September 16 and
the gum disappearance, with sor- the State, September 23-27, at
grabSam
Uncle
frowned
when
Princeton women, working for
18, it was announced today.
agreed
their
boy Madisonville.
row but
bed their chewing gum.
Those called September 16
the Red Cross in the Masonic
Doctor Cash is official delePopular gum has been scarce friends in the Army help dim
Building on Market street, have
are:
James Marvin Darnell, Robgate from the church. He and
for a long time but only recent- the sacrifice.
completed 1,898 surgical dressert Tinsley, James Harold Brown,
Virginia Wylie, at a K. U. the Rev. Mr. Denton expect to
ly did the situation become acute
ing sponges to be used in war
Robert Haydon Hollowell, Henry
enough to convince the girls desk is the envy of all the attend the entire conference.
hospitals all over the
Allied
Gayle Hollowell, Charles Hughes
Sherman knew what he was lassies because she had foresight Others probably will limit their
world. Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, proLawrence, Addie Lee Cheatham,
Officers To Observe
to stock up on gum. But she attendance to closing day, Suntalking about.
ject chairman, said Wednesday.
Dan C. Wilson, Thomas Orchard
morning Princeton hasn't yet figgered out what to day.
Department
Monday
's
Rules
For
Women are working on a present
Alexander Hillman, Clint PatterThe conference program will
had three packages of gum for do when her supply is either
Improvemen
t
quota of 7,200 sponges and are
Julius Evans Buckner, Rayson,
sale and the nearest place where chewed or swiped by Utility Em- include reports, addresses and
expecting a shipment of gauze
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COATS

Printzess and Betty Rose
toom

S
Tomatoes
Heinz
Beans
Macaroni

Wanted!
THERE'S no crying over spilt milk where these
grand coats are concerned . . . for that's what
their fabric is made of! New long wearing coats
with fluid lines, in classic styles, and an unlimited, satisfying life ahead.

DEAD STOCK
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS . . . REMOVED
PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.
We Pay All Phone Charges

Phone 423
Sula'S; Eliza Nall

Princeton, Ky.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
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